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ABSTRACT Gene expression analysis by means of microarrays is based on the sequence-speciﬁc binding of RNA to DNA
oligonucleotide probes and its measurement using ﬂuorescent labels. The binding of RNA fragments involving sequences other
than the intended target is problematic because it adds a chemical background to the signal, which is not related to the
expression degree of the target gene. The article presents a molecular signature of speciﬁc and nonspeciﬁc hybridization with
potential consequences for gene expression analysis. We analyzed the signal intensities of perfect match (PM) and mismatch
(MM) probes of GeneChip microarrays to specify the effect of speciﬁc and nonspeciﬁc hybridization. We found that these events
give rise to different relations between the PM and MM intensities as function of the middle base of the PM, namely a triplet-like
(C . G  T . A . 0) and a duplet-like (C  T . 0 . G  A) pattern of the PM-MM log-intensity difference upon binding of
speciﬁc and nonspeciﬁc RNA fragments, respectively. The systematic behavior of the intensity difference can be rationalized on
the level of basepairings of DNA/RNA oligonucleotide duplexes in the middle of the probe sequence. Nonspeciﬁc binding is
characterized by the reversal of the central Watson-Crick (WC) pairing for each PM/MM probe pair, whereas speciﬁc binding
refers to the combination of a WC and a self-complementary (SC) pairing in PM and MM probes, respectively. The Gibbs free energy
contribution of WC pairs to duplex stability is asymmetric for purines and pyrimidines of the PM and decreases according to
C . G  T . A. SC pairings on the average only weakly contribute to duplex stability. The intensity of complementary MM
introduces a systematic source of variation which decreases the precision of expression measures based on the MM intensities.
INTRODUCTION
Understanding of factors affecting the transcription of ge-
netic information into the proteome level is one of the major
challenges in the context of systems biology and molecular
medicine. It requires new high-throughput techniques to
analyze the activity of a large number of potentially im-
portant genes. The high-density-oligo-nucleotide-array tech-
nology enables us to estimate the expression degree of
thousands of genes in particular cells or tissues at once by the
measurement of the abundance of the respective messenger
RNA (1). This method is based on both the sequence-speciﬁc
binding (hybridization) of the target RNA to complementary
DNA oligonucleotide probes, and the ﬂuorescence labeling
and detection of probe-bound RNA transcripts. For example,
up to 1,000,000 probes of different sequences referring to
20,000–45,000 different genes are attached to typical micro-
arrays of the GeneChip type in spots of about one mm2 per
probe (2).
The integral ﬂuorescence intensity per probe array is
directly related to the amount of bound RNA, which in turn
serves as a measure of the target RNA concentration in the
studied sample solution. It represents a mixture of RNA
fragments with a wide distribution of different sequences. A
considerable amount of RNA fragments consequently in-
volve sequences other than the intended target of a selected
probe. Unfortunately, these nonspeciﬁc transcripts can also
possess a non-negligible afﬁnity for duplex formation with
the probes. In other words, duplex formation between RNA
transcripts and the DNA probes partially lacks speciﬁcity in
terms of complementary Watson-Crick (WC) basepairings.
This nonspeciﬁc hybridization is problematic for chip anal-
ysis because it adds a chemical background intensity, which is
not related to the expression degree of the target gene.
One experimental option to deal with this problem is the
pairwise design of each probe sequence on Affymetrix Gene-
Chip microarrays (3). The sequence of the 25-meric so-
called perfect match (PM) probe is taken from the target
gene, and thus it is complementary to a sequence length of 25
nucleotide bases in the transcribed target RNA. On the other
hand, the so-called mismatch probe (MM) is identical with
the PM probe except the base in the middle of the sequence,
which is replaced by its complement to prevent speciﬁc
hybridization, i.e., the binding of the target RNA. This way,
the MM probe intends to measure the amount of nonspeciﬁc
hybridization, and thus to provide a correction of the PM
intensity for the chemical background. In addition, a certain
number (usually 11–20) of PM/MM probe pairs taken from
different regions of the same gene form a so-called probe set
to get several estimates of its expression degree and thus to
improve the reliability of the method.
The idea behind the correction using mismatches is based
on the assumption that nonspeciﬁc binding is identical for PM
and MM probes, i.e., nonspeciﬁc transcripts do not see the
letter change in the middle of the sequence. It is further as-
sumed in accordance with conventional hybridization theory
that the mismatch strongly reduces the afﬁnity of target
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binding to theMM, and thus speciﬁc transcripts see the change
of the middle letter (4,5). These assumptions predict a
systematically equal or higher intensity of the PM compared
with that of the MM, IPM$ IMM, given that the ﬂuorescence
response per bound transcript is identical for PM andMMand
for speciﬁc and nonspeciﬁc hybridization as well.
Chip analyses, however, show that a fair number of MM
probes possess a larger ﬂuorescence intensity than their PM
counterpart (6). It was concluded that conventional hybrid-
ization theory is simply inadequate, and particularly, that the
basic mechanism of MM hybridization is not understood yet.
As a consequence, many algorithms of gene expression anal-
ysis simply ignore MM intensity data (see, e.g., references
7 and 8 for an overview) or the MM probes are considered in
an empirical fashion to exclude bad probes from the analysis
(3,9). Other publications discuss nonlinearities in the probe
responses and sequence effects in the behavior of matched
and mismatched probes showing that the hybridization on
microarrays is apparently a complex phenomenon, which is
governed by an intricate interplay between several effects
such as the stability of RNA/DNA duplexes, binding and
saturation, surface electrostatics, and diffusion, ﬂuores-
cence emission, and non-equilibrium thermodynamics
(6,10–19).
The ‘‘riddle of bright MM’’ was apparently solved by
Naef and Magnasco (17), who showed that the difference be-
tween the PM and MM intensities strongly correlates with
the middle base at position k¼ 13 of the 25-meric probe. For
probe pairs with double-ringed pyrimidines (C, T) in the
middle of the PM sequence, one ﬁnds a preference for
‘‘bright’’ PM, IPM . IMM. In contrast, for purines (G, A) the
relation reverses with the tendency for ‘‘bright’’ MM. The
interpretation in terms of probe-target duplexes suggests that
single-ringed pyrimidines form stronger self-complementary
(SC) basepairings (i.e., Cc* and Tu*; lower-case letters
refer to the RNA, the asterisk denotes ﬂuorescent labeling,
and mismatched basepairings are underlined) compared with
the respective WC pairs (Cg and Ta) owing to steric effects
and labeling (17).
On the other hand, it is well accepted that SC pairs be-
tween oligonucleotides in solution are considerably weaker
than WC pairs (20,21). Studies on the hybridization of mis-
matched probes on different microarray types reveal agree-
ment with solution data (22,23). Hence, the postulated SC
basepair interactions on GeneChip microarrays contradict
conventional hybridization properties of oligonucleotides in
solution and also on microarrays. The fundamentally dif-
ferent behavior of GeneChip probes (the so-called ‘‘riddle of
bright MM’’) is intriguing but also strange, because it seems
to violate conventional hybridization rules.
The accurate interpretation of microarray intensity data in
terms of the expression degree remains a signiﬁcant chal-
lenge, which requires the understanding of the hybridization
behavior on the level of basepair interactions. The present
publication aims at examining the validity of the basic rules
of DNA/RNA hybridization in solution for hybridiza-
tion on high-density-oligo-nucleotide-array microarrays and
at extracting a molecular signature to discriminate speciﬁc
and nonspeciﬁc hybridization on the level of basepairings in
DNA/RNA duplexes.
CHIP DATA
The classiﬁcation of the probes according to perfect-matched
and mismatched pairings of the middle base refers to speciﬁc
duplexes of the PM and MM probes with the complementary
sequence of the respective target RNA. Consequently the
interpretation of MM intensity data in terms of SC base-
pairings assumes exclusively speciﬁc hybridization of the
MM probes, a condition which is usually not realized. The
present study therefore separates speciﬁc and nonspeciﬁc
hybridization using a special calibration data set to analyze
the PM and MM probe intensities in terms of basepair inter-
actions in RNA/DNA duplexes on microarrays.
Particularly, the microarray intensity data of PM and MM
probes, IPMp and I
MM
p (p is the probe number), respectively, are
taken from the Affymetrix human genome HG U133 Latin
Square (HG U133-LS) data set (available at http://www.
affymetrix.com/support/technical/sample_data/datasets.affx).
The HG U133-LS experiment considers transcripts of 42
genes (42 3 11 ¼ 462 different probes). They are titrated
(i.e., spiked) onto 14 different arrays at 14 concentrations
corresponding to all cyclic permutations in a complex human
background extracted from a HeLa cell line not containing
the spikes. This way one gets the relation between the probe
intensities and the respective (i.e., spiked-in) concentration of
speciﬁc RNA. Each condition was realized in triplicate. PM
andMM intensities are background-corrected using the algo-
rithm provided by MAS 5.0 (3,9).
RESULTS
The effect of bright MM probe intensities is
related to nonspeciﬁc hybridization
More than 30% of all probe pairs of Affymetrix GeneChips
are characterized by bright mismatched MM probes, which
show a higher intensity and thus a stronger afﬁnity for
duplex formation with RNA fragments than the respective
PM probes, although the middle base in the MM does not
match the target sequence in terms of Watson-Crick (WC)
pairs (6). To analyze this effect as a function of the relative
amount of speciﬁc transcripts we plot the log-intensity differ-
ence, logIPMMMp [ logI
PM
p  logIMMp ; of all spiked-in probes
pairs at all available concentrations of speciﬁc transcripts
ð0 pM# cSRNA# 512 pMÞ as function of the set-averaged
mean log intensity, ÆlogIPM1MMp æset[ 0:5ÆðlogIPMp 1
logIMMp Þæset; which serves as an empirical measure of the
concentration of speciﬁc transcript (24) (see Fig. 1). Note
that the 11 probes of each set refer to one target gene and thus
to speciﬁc RNA fragments of one concentration.
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We used this simple parameter instead of other estimates
of the relative transcript concentration (see 17 for an over-
view) because 1), it can be calculated for single chips, i.e.,
it is not based on the comparison of the probe intensities
of several chips; 2), the computation of ÆlogIPM1MMp æset
is rather simple; and 3), it includes no correction for
the chemical background, the identiﬁcation of which is
one goal of the present work. The logIPMMMp data are
separately replotted for three selected spiked-in concen-
trations in the lower panel of Fig. 1. It shows that the
concentration of speciﬁc transcripts correlates well with
ÆlogIPM1MMp æset—which, however, spreads with an un-
certainty of dÆlogIPM1MMæ  60:5 for each spiked-in
concentration.
The lower part of Fig. 1 clearly reveals that the PM-MM
log-intensity difference increases with increasing amounts
of speciﬁc transcripts. In particular, the cloud of the
logIPMMMp data markedly shifts upwards with increasing
cSRNA: The parallel increase of the mean intensity difference
averaged over all spiked-in probes of one concentration,
ÆlogIPMMMp æc¼const; clearly reﬂects this trend (see Fig. 2).
The onset of saturation gives rise to a maximum of the
averaged log-intensity difference at higher concentrations
and the decrease of ÆlogIPMMMp æc¼const with further in-
creasing cSRNA: The set-averaged intensity difference,
ÆlogIPMMMp æset (open symbols in Fig. 1), and especially the
mean log-intensity difference of all probes of one spiked-in
concentration, ÆlogIPMMMp æc¼const (Fig. 2, upper panel),
more clearly indicate this trend.
For a more detailed analysis we also calculated the frac-
tion of probe pairs with bright MM, f ðMM.PMÞc¼const ¼
NðMM.PMÞc¼const=Nspintotal (see Fig. 2, lower panel;
Nspintotal ¼ 462 is the total number of spiked-in probes and
N(MM . PM)c¼const is the number of probes meeting the
condition of bright MM, logIPMMMp , 0) for each spiked-in
concentration to characterize the intensity relation between
the PM and MM as a function of cSRNA; the concentration of
speciﬁc spiked-in transcripts. The fraction of probe pairs
with bright MM decreases from f(MM . PM)  0.43 in the
absence of speciﬁc transcripts to values smaller than 0.05 at
cSRNA. 100 pM: Hence the intensity of almost all 462 PM
probes referring to the spiked-in transcripts exceeds the in-
tensity of the respective MM if the RNA binding is dom-
inated by speciﬁc hybridization.
In the absence of speciﬁc hybridization nearly one-half of
all spiked-in probe pairs gives rise to bright MM. Owing to
this effect more than 20% of the spiked-in probe sets are
characterized by a larger set-averaged MM intensity com-
pared with the respective PM value (i.e., ÆlogIPMMMæset, 0;
FIGURE 1 Log-intensity difference, logIPM-MM ¼ logIPM  logIMM, of
the spiked-in probes taken from the LS experiment as a function of the mean
set averaged intensity, ÆlogIPM1MMæset ¼ 0.5Æ(logIPM 1 logIMM)æset, which
serves as an approximate measure of the speciﬁc transcript concentration.
Intensity averages over the probe sets are shown by open circles. The lower
panel shows the log-differences for three selected spiked-in concentrations.
Each concentration spans a range of ;dÆlogIPM1MMæ  60.5 as indicated
by the lines between the two panels. Note that the log-intensity difference
shifts upwards with increasing ÆlogIPM1MMæset indicating the progressive
decrease of the fraction of bright MM with increasing amounts of speciﬁc
transcripts.
FIGURE 2 The fraction of bright MM, f(MM . PM) (lower panel) and
the mean log-intensity difference, ÆlogIPM-MMæsp-in (upper panel), of the
spiked-in probes taken from the LS experiment strongly correlate with the
concentration of speciﬁc transcripts. The respective fraction of probe sets,
f set(MM . PM), meeting the condition ÆlogIPM-MMæset , 0 is shown by
triangles in the lower panel. The data can be well explained by the prob-
ability that .n(min) ¼ 6–7 individual probe pairs of the set independently
possesses bright MM using the Binominal distribution (see lines denoted by
6 and 7, respectively).
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see also the open circles in Fig. 1, which show the set-
averaged log-intensity differences of the spiked-in probes).
The respective fraction of probe sets of brightMM, f set(MM.
PM), more steeply decreases with increasing concentration of
speciﬁc transcripts than the overall fraction of single bright
MM probes, f(MM. PM) (see triangles in the lower panel of
Fig. 2). This difference can be simply explained by means of
the binominal distribution Bðn;N; pÞ ¼ ðNnÞpnð1 pÞNn;
where p ¼ f(MM . PM) is the probability to ﬁnd a probe
pair with bright MM. It predicts the probability that
n ¼ N(MM . PM) probe pairs meet the condition IMM .
IPM within an independent set of N ¼ Nset probe pairs, if one
assumes that the sequence-speciﬁc afﬁnities of the probes are
randomly distributed among the probe sets (see below) and
that the PM and MM log-intensities are equally distributed
around the set averages. Then, the fraction of bright MM
probe sets is, to a good approximation, given by the proba-
bility that more than 50% of the probe pairs of the set pos-
sess bright MM, i.e., f setðMM.PMÞ  +N
n¼nðminÞ Bðn;N; pÞ
withn(min) 0.5 Nset. Fig. 2 shows that the experimental data
are well compatible with n(min)¼ 6–7 (compare the triangles
with curves 6 and 7) in agreement with the prediction.
To generalize these results we calculate the fraction of
bright MM and the mean log-intensity difference for all
250,000 probes of an HG U133 chip (see Fig. 3). The respec-
tive running averages of f(MM . PM) and of ÆlogIPMMMp æ
show virtually the same features as the respective curves of
the spiked-in genes (compare with Fig. 2). Note that the
x axes in both ﬁgures, the concentration in Fig. 2, and mean
intensity in Fig. 3, scale nonlinearly each to another. For
example, the plateau of f(MM . PM) and of ÆlogIPMMMp æ at
small intensity values ÆlogIPM1MMp æset, 1:8 (see Fig. 3) can
be mainly attributed to nonspeciﬁcally hybridized probes
referring to the smallest concentration values, cSRNA
, 0:2 pM; in Fig. 2. We conclude that the scaling of the
probes with the set-averaged mean log-intensities indeed re-
ﬂects essential properties of the concentration dependence as
suggested previously (24).
The effect of bright MM probe intensities is
related to the middle base
It was previously found that the effect of bright MM and thus
the difference between the PM and MM intensities strongly
correlates with the middle base at position k ¼ 13 of the 25-
meric probe, if one considers all probes of the chip (17). For
probe pairs with double-ringed pyrimidines (C, T) in the
middle of the PM sequence one ﬁnds a preference for bright
PM, IPM . IMM. In contrast, for purines (G, A) the relation
reverses with the tendency for bright MM. The analysis in
terms of probe sensitivities (see below) reveals a similar re-
sult (24,25).
To shed light into the effect of speciﬁc and nonspeciﬁc
hybridization on the observed bias, due to the middle base
we separately plot the intensity difference, logIPMMMp jB; for
all probe pairs of the chip possessing a common middle base
B ¼ A, T, G, and C of the PM probe (see the upper panels of
Figs. 4 and 5). The respective data cloud systematically shifts
upwards for pyrimidines, B ¼ C and T, and downwards for
purines, B¼G and A, as expected. The respective fraction of
bright MM, fB(MM . PM), and the mean log-intensity dif-
ference,
logI
PMMM
B [ logI
PM
B  logIMMBc ¼ ÆlogIPMp jBæ ÆlogIMMp jBcæ;
(1)
of probes with middle bases B ¼ A, T, G, C (PM) and its
complementary base Bc ¼ T, A, C, G (MM) considerably
deviate from the overall mean over all probes (compare
lower panels of Figs. 4 and 5 with Fig. 3). In probe pairs with
B ¼ A, G more than 60% of the MM are bright in the plateau
region of fB(MM . PM), which refers to hybridization with
a dominating fraction of nonspeciﬁc transcripts. In contrast,
FIGURE 3 Log-intensity difference between PM and MM probes of the
whole data set of ;250,000 probes of an HG U133 chip (upper panel),
fraction of bright MM (lower panel, left ordinate) and mean log-intensity
difference (lower panel, right ordinate) as a function of the mean set
averaged intensity. The fraction of bright MM and the mean difference were
calculated as running averages over 1000 subsequent probes along the
abscissa. Note the agreement with the respective data obtained from the
spiked-in data set (Figs. 1 and 2). It shows that the dependence of the probe
intensities on the concentration of speciﬁc transcripts applies to the whole set
of probes of the chip.
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only about 20% of the probe pairs possess bright MM for
B ¼ T, C in the respective range of small mean intensities.
In Figs. 6 and 7 we plot the middle-base speciﬁc fraction
of bright MM, fB(MM . PM) (lower panel), and the re-
spective mean PM-MM difference, logIPMMMB (upper
panel), for comparison of the chip averages (Fig. 6) with
the respective averages over the spiked-in probes (Fig. 7).
Both kinds of data show essentially identical properties
indicating, 1), that the whole ensemble of probes behaves
similarly compared with the reduced ensemble of spiked-in
probes; and 2), that the concentration dependence of the
speciﬁc transcripts transforms into the scale of the set-
averaged intensity to a good approximation (see above).
The mean difference of log intensities, logIPMMMB ; is
negative for the middle bases B ¼ A and G and clearly
positive for T and C with values, which obey a duplet-like
pattern according to the relation C  T . 0 . G  A in the
limit of nonspeciﬁc hybridization. The log IPMMMB -curves
split into four different courses in the intermediate intensity
range according toC.T.G.A. 0, and ﬁnally theG andT
curves merge together giving rise to a triplet-like pattern with
C. TG. A. 0 at high mean intensities—i.e., in the limit
of dominating speciﬁc hybridization. Hence, the systematic
shift between the PM-MM log-intensity differences is clearly
affected by the relative amount of speciﬁc hybridization, indi-
cating that speciﬁc and nonspeciﬁc transcripts bind differ-
ently to probes with a certain middle base.
The slightly smaller fraction of bright MM for B¼ A, G in
the full data set compared with the spiked-in set at small ab-
scissa values can be attributed to the fact that a small amount of
speciﬁc transcripts also contributes to the respective averages
in the limit of small abscissa-values of the mean intensity.
Middle-base averaged probe sensitivity
In a next step we transform the log-intensity difference re-
ferring to one middle base into a relative scale with respect to
the total mean over all spiked-in probes of one concentration
(Æ. . .æc¼const) by means of
Y
P
B ¼ logIPB  ÆlogIPp æc¼const; P ¼ PM MM: (2)
Equation 2 deﬁnes the middle-base related sensitivity dif-
ference between perfect matched and mismatched oligonu-
cleotide probes. Note that the sensitivity characterizes the
ability of a probe to detect a certain amount of RNA (25). It
FIGURE 4 The ﬁgure shows the same type of data as in Fig. 3; however,
only probe pairs with a G and a C in the middle of the PM sequence are
selected (see the ﬁgure for assignments). The data referring to the pyrimidine
and purine middle base are shifted in vertical direction to each other.
Compare with Fig. 5 and see also legend of Fig. 3.
FIGURE 5 The ﬁgure shows the same type of data as in Fig. 3; however,
only probe pairs with a T and an A in the middle of the PM sequence are
selected (see the ﬁgure for assignments). Compare with Fig. 4 and see also
legend of Fig. 3.
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depends on the binding afﬁnity (i.e., the binding strength for
duplex formation with the target) and on the ﬂuorescence
yield (which is related to the intensity per bound transcript,
i.e., to the number of ﬂuorescence labels attached to the RNA
sequence) of the relevant RNA transcripts. The middle-base
related sensitivity given by Eq. 2 is expected to ﬁlter out
the systematic effect of the respective middle base on the
PM-MM log-intensity difference. Fig. 8 shows the respective
sensitivity data that are derived from the Latin square experi-
ment as a function of the speciﬁc transcript concentration of
the spiked-in probes, cSRNA (see also Fig. 7).
In the limit of dominating nonspeciﬁc hybridization
(superscript NS) at small cSRNA values one obtains a duplet-
like relation between the data, YPMMM;NSC  YPMMM;NST 
YPMMM;NSG  YPMMM;NSA : With increasing cSRNA the
absolute sensitivity values for B ¼ G, T progressively
decrease and virtually merge in the limit of dominating
speciﬁc hybridization revealing a triplet-like pattern ac-
cording to YPMMM;SC  YPMMM;SA . YPMMM;ST 
YPMMM;SG : The slight decrease of the absolute values of
YPMMM;SC and ofY
PMMM;S
A with increasing speciﬁc transcript
concentrations cSRNA presumably reﬂects saturation (see Fig.
8, this article; and reference 25).
Positional dependent single-base (SB) model
To further specify the effect of each single base along the
probe sequences on the observed sensitivity difference we
used a simple model, which approximates the sensitivity of
P ¼ PM, MM probes,
Y
P;h
p ¼ logIPp  ÆlogIPp æp2S with h ¼ NS; S
and S ¼ Sh; (3)
by a sum of base- and positional-dependent sensitivity terms,
Y
P;SB
p ¼ +
25
k¼1
+
B¼A;T;G;C
s
P
kðBÞ3ðdðB; jPp;kÞ  f Sk ðBÞÞ;
P ¼ PM;MM: (4)
The considered probes (index p) were taken from a subset
of all probes on the chip, Sh, which refers predominantly to
FIGURE 6 Fraction of bright MM (lower panel) and mean log-intensity
difference (upper panel) for probe pairs with a B ¼ A, T, G, C in the middle
of the PM sequence (see the ﬁgure for assignments) as a function of the
mean set averaged intensity. The data were replotted from Figs. 4 and 5 (see
the respective legends for details). The data refer to the whole data set of
;250,000 probes of a HG U133 chip. Note that the log-intensity differences
split in to a duplet-like pattern at small abscissa values referring to non-
speciﬁc hybridization and into a triplet-like pattern at high abscissa values
referring to speciﬁc hybridization (see upper panel).
FIGURE 7 Fraction of bright MM (lower panel) and mean log-intensity
difference (upper panel) for probe pairs with B¼ A, T, G, C in the middle of
the PM sequence (see the ﬁgure for assignments) as a function of the
concentration of speciﬁc transcripts. The data refer to the spiked-in data set
of 462 different probes. Compare with Fig. 6. Both Figs. 6 and 7 show es-
sential identical properties for the spiked-in and the full set of probes.
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nonspeciﬁcally (h ¼ NS) and speciﬁcally (h ¼ S) hybridized
probes (i.e., p2Sh). We chose all probe sets which meet
the condition ÆlogIPM1MMp æset, 1:8 for the subset S
NS and
ÆlogIPM1MMp æset . 2:8 for the subset S
S according to the
correlation between the set-averaged log-intensities and the
spiked-in concentration established above. The symbol d de-
notes the Kronecker delta (d(x,y) ¼ 1 if x¼ y and d(x,y)¼ 0
if x 6¼ y) and f Sk ðBÞ is the fraction of base B at position k in the
considered ensemble of probes, Sh. The nucleotide base at
position k along the sequence of probe number p is denoted
by jPp;k. The values of the positional dependent sensitivity
terms for each base, sPkðBÞ, were estimated by multiple linear
regression of the experimental and theoretical sensitivities,
YP;hp and Y
P;SB
p ; respectively, using singular value decompo-
sition for solving the obtained system of linear equations (see
reference 26 for details).
The sensitivity proﬁles of the PM probes of both subsets,
SS and SNS, and of the nonspeciﬁcally hybridized MM
probes are very similar, i.e., sPM;Sk ðBÞ  sPM;NSk ðBÞ 
sMM;NSk ðBÞ (see Fig. 9, upper panels). In particular, the pro-
ﬁles for B ¼ C, A show the typical parabola-like shape being
maximum and minimum in the middle of the sequence, re-
spectively, whereas the sensitivity terms for B¼ T, G change
almost monotonously along the sequence with their mini-
mum and maximum values at k ¼ 1, respectively (see also
17,26–28).
The sensitivity proﬁles of speciﬁcally hybridized MM
probes distinctly differ in the middle of the sequence from the
other considered proﬁles for B ¼ A, C. Namely, the absolute
values of sMM;S13 ðCÞ and sMM;S13 ðAÞ markedly drop to values
near zero, giving rise to a dentlike shape of the respective
curves. Note that also the sensitivity proﬁles ofB¼G,T adopt
only tiny values at k ¼ 13. One can therefore assume
sMM;S13 ðBÞ  0 for all bases B ¼ A, T, G, C to a good
approximation. In other words, there is, on the average, only
a weak base-speciﬁc contribution from the mismatched
middle base of the MM probes to the respective probe inten-
sities in the limit of speciﬁc hybridization. On the other hand,
the matched bases at the remaining sequence positions k 6¼ 13
give rise to similar sensitivity proﬁles of the PM and MM
FIGURE 8 Middle-base related sensitivity of probe pairs with B ¼ A, T,
G, C in the middle of the PM sequence (see the ﬁgure for assignments and
Eq. 2) as a function of the concentration of speciﬁc transcripts. The
concentration ranges of dominating nonspeciﬁc (NS) and of speciﬁc (S)
hybridization are indicated by vertical dotted lines. The duplet in the limit of
nonspeciﬁc hybridization transforms into a triplet-like pattern in the limit of
speciﬁc hybridization. The sensitivity provides a measure of the base-
speciﬁc contribution to the free energy of RNA/DNA duplex stability.
FIGURE 9 Positional dependent single-base
sensitivity proﬁle of the PM (symbols) and MM
(lines) probes in the limit of nonspeciﬁc (left) and
speciﬁc (right) hybridization. The two lower
panels show the respective PM-MM difference
proﬁles (see Eq. 5). Note that the PM-MM dif-
ference of the middle base considerably exceeds
the contributions of the bases at the remaining
positions along the sequence.
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probes in the limit of speciﬁc and nonspeciﬁc hybridization as
well, i.e., sPM;hk ðBÞ  sMM;hk ðBÞ for k 6¼ 13 and h ¼ N, NS.
For the further discussion of the positional effect on the
PM-MM sensitivity difference let us rewrite the SB model
for each PM-MM pair:
Y
PMMM;SB
p ¼ +
B¼A;T;G;C
+
25
k¼1
s
PMMM
k ðBÞ3 ðdðB;jPp;kÞ f Sk ðBÞÞ
 
with s
PMMM
k ðBÞ¼
s
PM
k ðBÞsMMk ðBÞ for k 6¼ 13
s
PM
13 ðBÞsMM13 ðBcÞ
: (5)
(
Equation 5 takes into account that the sequences of the PM
and MM probes of each pair are identical for all positions
k 6¼ 13 but complementary for the middle bases at k ¼ 13.
The lower panel of Fig. 9 shows the respective difference
proﬁles. The sPMMMk ðBÞ values virtually vanish for k 6¼ 13,
as expected. On the other hand, the sensitivity difference
of the middle base considerably differs from zero. The
sPMMM13 ðBÞ values change in a similar fashion as the middle-
base related sensitivity differences YPMMMB with increas-
ing amount of speciﬁc transcripts (see Fig. 8 and previous
section). Namely, the difference of the sensitivity terms split
into a duplet, sPMMM13 ðCÞ  sPMMM13 ðTÞ  sPMMM13 ðAÞ
 sPMMM13 ðGÞ; in the limit of nonspeciﬁc hybridiza-
tion, and into a triplet, sPMMM13 ðCÞ  sPMMM13 ðAÞ.
sPMMM13 ðTÞ  sPMMM13 ðGÞ; in the limit of speciﬁc hybrid-
ization in correspondence with the behavior of YPMMMB : The
analysis of the spiked-in probes in terms of the SB model
provides similar results (not shown here; see reference 26).
The parallel behavior of the SB sensitivity difference of
the middle base (see Eq. 5 and Fig. 9, lower panel) and of
the middle-base averaged mean sensitivity difference
(Eq. 2, see Fig. 8) is plausible because the averaging to
a high degree reduces the speciﬁc effect of the bases at
positions k ¼ 1–12 and 14–25. In other words, the observed
variation of YPMMMB can be mainly attributed to the middle
base, i.e.,
Y
PMMM
B  sPMMM13 ðBÞ: (6)
Note that YPMMMB and s
PMMM
13 ðBÞ are the results of inde-
pendent analyses where the former one simply averages out
the effect of the bases at positions k 6¼ 13 in contrast to the
latter method, which explicitly considers the mean effect of
each base at each position.
DISCUSSION
The afﬁnity of DNA oligonucleotide probes for
RNA binding
Essentially four multiplicative factors affect the signal inten-
sity of microarray probes:
1. The binding afﬁnity of the particular probe for duplex
formation with RNA fragments.
2. The ﬂuorescence yield of probe-bound RNA fragments
depending on the number of labeled nucleotides in their
sequence.
3. The relative abundance of RNA fragments which poten-
tially bind to the probe in the sample solution.
4. A proportionality constant which considers effects due to
chip fabrication (e.g., the surface density of probes),
sample preparation (e.g., the total RNA concentration in
the sample solution), and imaging (e.g., the sensitivity of
the scanner) (24).
Effects 3 and 4 are common for a given gene and chip,
respectively, and, thus they largely cancel out in the log-
intensity difference, log IPMMMp ; of each PM-MM probe
pair. The sequences of the PM and MM probes differ only
with respect to their middle base. Consequently, sequence-
speciﬁc effects 1 and 2 are reduced in the log-intensity
difference, log IPMMMp ; compared with the individual
intensity values, log IPMp and log I
MM
p : In particular, the
amount of labeling is either equal or it differs on the average
by only one labeled base if one compares the speciﬁc and
nonspeciﬁc duplexes of the PM with that of the MM probes,
respectively. We therefore neglect the effect of labeling in
the following considerations. Finally, the averaging over all
probe pairs with a certain middle base according to Eq. 1
largely decreases sequence-speciﬁc effects due to base posi-
tions k ¼ 1. . .12 and 14. . .25 of the 25-meric probes (24).
Hence the middle-base related log-intensity difference
of a PM-MM probe pair (Eq. 1) is expected to reﬂect
the mean effect of changing base B by its complementary
base Bc in the middle of oligonucleotide probes upon hy-
bridization on GeneChip microarrays. Note that the log-
intensity difference is given to a good approximation by (see
24,25),
log I
PMMM
B  logKPMMMB  logSPMMMB
with logK
PMMM
B ¼ log
c
S
RNA3K
PM;S
B 1c
NS
RNA3K
PM;NS
B
c
S
RNA3K
MM;S
Bc 1c
NS
RNA3K
MM;NS
Bc
 
and logSPMMMB ¼ log
11 cSRNA3K
PM;S
B 1c
NS
RNA3K
PM;NS
B
 
11 cSRNA3K
MM;S
B 1c
NS
RNA3K
MM;NS
B
 
( )
;
(7)
where KP;hB denotes the effective binding constant of the
P ¼ PM (and MM) probe with middle letter B (and Bc) for
association with speciﬁc (h ¼ S) and nonspeciﬁc transcripts
(h ¼ NS), respectively (see also text that follows). Note
that the KP;hB are effective, i.e., mean values averaged over
the respective ensemble of PM/MM probe pairs. The con-
centrations of the speciﬁc and of all nonspeciﬁc RNA
fragments referring to the selected probe are cSRNA and c
NS
RNA;
respectively. The second term in Eq. 7 describes progres-
sive saturation of the probe with bound transcripts upon
increasing RNA concentration according to a Langmuir
isotherm.
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Let us neglect saturation for sake of simplicity
ðlog SPMMMB  0Þ. Then one obtains, in the limit of high
and small fractions of speciﬁc transcripts,
logI
PMMM;h
B  logKPMMM;hB [ log
K
PM;h
B
K
MM;h
Bc
with
h ¼ S for c
S
RNA  cNSRNA
NS for c
S
RNA  cNSRNA
: (8)
(
In other words, the middle-base related log-intensity differ-
ence provides a measure of the afﬁnity difference between
complementary bases in DNA/RNA duplexes with speciﬁc
and nonspeciﬁc transcripts in terms of their binding constants.
Basepairings in speciﬁc duplexes of PM and
MM probes
The sequence of a speciﬁc RNA target, jTp ; is complementary
compared with the sequence of the respective PM probe, jPMp :
Consequently, the binding constant of speciﬁc hybridization
of the PM, logKPM;SB [ ÆlogKPMp ðjPMp jTp ÞjBæchip; deﬁnes the
mean afﬁnity of PM/target duplexes with the central WC
pair B  bc ðB ¼ jPMp;13, base at position k ¼ 13 of the PM
sequence), whereas the binding constant of the MM,
logKMM;SB [ ÆlogKMMp ðjMMp jTp ÞjBæchip; speciﬁes the mean-
afﬁnity of MM/target duplexes with the central SC pair
B  b ðB ¼ jMMp;13Þ: Fig. 10 illustrates this situation for B ¼ G.
Let us split the middle-base related binding constant of
speciﬁc hybridization into two factors according to
K
P;S
B ¼ kP;SB 3 kP;S6¼13; (9)
where log kP;SB [ ÆlogKPp ðjPp
;13
jTp ÞjBæchip is the mean effective
binding constant due to the middle-base B (P ¼ PM, MM),
and log kP;S6¼13[ ÆlogK
P
p ðjPp;6¼13jTp Þæchip is the mean binding
constant referring to the bases of the remaining sequence at
base positions k ¼ 1–12 and 14–25 of the sequence.
The effective binding constants of the middle base of
a PM/MM probe pair can be transformed into the scale of
reduced Gibbs free energy of duplex formation according to
log kPM;SB [ eWC13 ðBÞ ¼ eWC0;131DeWC13 ðBÞ and
log kMM;SBc [ eSC13 ðBcÞ ¼ eSC0;131DeSC13 ðBcÞ: (10)
Here, eWC13 ðBÞ[ e13ðB  bcÞ denotes the mean effective free
energy (in units of the thermal energy RT) due to the
formation of the WC pairs Bbc at position 13 of the probe
sequence in DNA/RNA oligonucleotide duplexes on the mi-
croarray. The respective free energy of the SC pair Bc  bc is
eSC13 ðBcÞ[ e13ðBc  bcÞ:Wedecomposed the free energies into
a base-independent mean contribution, eW0;13[ ÆeW13ðBÞæB; and
a base-dependent incremental contribution, DeW13[ e
W
13ðBÞ
ÆeW13ðBÞæB (W ¼ WC, SC).
It seems safe to assume kS6¼13[ k
PM;S
6¼13  kMM;S6¼13 because the
sequences of the PM andMM probes of one pair are identical
except the middle base. With this approximation and making
use of Eqs. 9 and 10, one obtains for the log-difference of the
middle-base related binding constants of speciﬁc hybridiza-
tion
 logkPMMM;SB  eWCSC13 ðBBcÞ¼ eWCSC0;13 1DeWCSC13 ðBBcÞ
with eWCSC0;13 ¼ eWC0;13 eSC0;13 and DeWCSC13 ðBBcÞ
¼DeWC13 ðBÞDeSC13 ðBcÞ: (11)
It consequently provides the mean free energy difference
of speciﬁc duplex formation for all PM-MM probe pairs of
the chip possessing PM with middle-base B owing to the
replacement of a SC by a WC pair, Bc  bc/ B  bc.
Basepairings in nonspeciﬁc duplexes of PM and
MM probes
By nonspeciﬁc binding we imply the ensemble of lower af-
ﬁnity mismatched duplexes involving sequences other than
the intended target. Hence, the effective binding constant
of nonspeciﬁc hybridization includes averaging over all
relevant RNA fragments which only partly match the
considered probes by WC pairs (see 25,26). It consequently
represents the concentration-weighted average over the
binding constants of a cocktail of RNA sequences, j, that
differ from the target sequence, jT,
logKP;NSB ¼ ÆlogÆKPp ðjPpjÞæj 6¼jT jBæchip
[ Ælogð+
j 6¼jT
cRNAðjÞ3KPBðjPpjÞ= +
j 6¼jT
cRNAðjÞÞjBæchip:
(12)
FIGURE 10 Schematic illustration of the basepairing in the middle of the
sequence of PM (left) and MM (right) probes upon duplex formation with
speciﬁc (upper panel) and nonspeciﬁc (lower panel) transcripts. The
example shows a probe pair with middle-bases G and C of the PM and MM
probes, respectively. Upper-case letters refer to the DNA probes and lower-
case letters to the RNA transcripts (asterisk indicates labeling). The middle
base effectively forms Watson-Crick pairings in the nonspeciﬁc duplexes of
the PM as well in the nonspeciﬁc duplexes of the MM (i.e., Cg and Gc* in
the chosen example, respectively). It also forms a Watson-Crick pair in the
speciﬁc duplexes of the PM probes but a self-complementary pair in the
speciﬁc duplexes of the MM probes (i.e., Cg for the PM and Gg for
the MM). Note that the remaining positions along the probe sequences are
partly mismatched in the nonspeciﬁc duplexes.
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Let us split the binding constant of nonspeciﬁc hybridiza-
tion in the effective binding constants due to the middle-base
at position k¼13, log kP;NSB [ ÆlogÆKPp ðjPp;13jÞæj 6¼jT jBæchip; and
due to the bases at the remaining base positions k¼ 1–12 and
14–25 of the probe sequence, log kP;NS6¼13 [ ÆlogÆK
P
p ðjPp;6¼13jÞæ
j 6¼jT jBæchip; in analogy with the approximation used in the
limiting case of speciﬁc hybridization (see Eq. 9). The
effective binding constant of themiddle-baseB is given by the
weighted average over the Boltzmann factor of the WC and
non-WCbasepairings innonspeciﬁcDNA-probe/RNAdimers,
k
P;NS
B  +
b¼a;u;g;c
f13ðj13 ¼ bÞ3 expðe13ðB  bÞÞ
 fWC13 3 exp eWC13 ðBÞ
 
: (13)
Here e13(Bb) denotes the reduced free energy of the
basepairing Bb (b ¼ a,u*,g,c*). The weighting factor,
f13(j13 ¼ b), is the probability of occurrence of base b in Bb
pairings.
The right-hand side of Eq. 13 assumes that only WC
pairings signiﬁcantly contribute to the stability of nonspeciﬁc
duplexes at this position. This assumption is justiﬁed, at least
in a simple approach, because the interaction free energy of
the strongest non-WC pair, Tg, is considerably weaker by
.2–3 3 RT (i.e., .4–7 kJ/mol) than the free energy of the
respective WC pairs, Ta andCg (21; see also 20,29,30). The
stability of non-WC pairs further decreases according to Tg
GuGg.GaAgCa.Aa TuCu.Ac
Tc (30).
The logarithm of Eq. 13 shows that the binding constant in
nonspeciﬁc duplexes provides an effective free energy con-
tribution which is apparently reduced by the term logðfWC13 Þ
compared with the free energy of the WC basepairing,
logkP;NSB ¼ eeff13 ðBÞ  logfWC13 1 eWC13 ðBÞ; (14)
where fWC13 ¼ f ðj13 ¼ bcÞ is the fraction of WC pairings of
B in the nonspeciﬁc duplexes, 0# fWC13 ¼ NWC13 =ðNWC13 1
NnonWC13 Þ# 1 (N denotes the number of the respective
pairings). Note that Eq. 14 refers to the binding of non-
speciﬁc RNA fragments to P ¼ PM and MM probes as well
(see Fig. 10 for B ¼ G). After rearrangement of Eq. 14 and
making use of Eq. 10, we obtain
 logkP;NSB 1 log fWC13
  ¼ logkPM;SB [ eWC13 ðBÞ
¼ eWC0;131DeWC13 ðBÞ: (15)
With kNS6¼13[ k
PM;NS
6¼13  kMM;NS6¼13 (see previous section), one
gets, for the log-difference between the binding constants of
PM and MM probes in the limit of nonspeciﬁc hybridization,
 logkPMMM;NSB  eWCWC13 ðBBcÞ ¼ eWCWC0;13
1DeWCWC13 ðBBcÞ with eWCWC0;13 ¼ eWC0;13jPM  eWC0;13jMM
and DeWCWC13 ðBBcÞ¼DeWC13 ðBÞDeWC13 ðBcÞ: (16)
Here, eWC-WC(BBc) denotes the mean free energy differ-
ence between DNA/RNA oligonucleotide duplexes with the
WC pairs Bbc and Bcb at position k ¼ 13 of the 25-meric
DNA probe, which is averaged over all PM-MM probe pairs
of the chip. The middle-base related log-difference of the
binding constants of the PM and MM for nonspeciﬁc
hybridization consequently describes the change of free
energy upon the reversal of the WC pair, Bbc/ Bcb (see
Fig. 10 for illustration).
The mean free energy difference between WC
and SC pairings
The PM-MM differences of the log-intensity data,
log IPMMMB , and the derived sensitivities, Y
PMMM
B and
sPMMM13 ðBÞ, are directly related to the free energy of
basepairings due to DNA/RNA duplex formation on the
microarray. Fig. 11 illustrates the base-speciﬁc free energy
contributions and the respective differences together with the
relevant experimental intensity and sensitivity data in terms
of an energy level diagram. The lower panel (Fig. 11 a)
FIGURE 11 Schematic energy level diagram of the Gibbs free energy of
basepairings and their differences at the central position of PM and MM
probes in the limit of nonspeciﬁc (left) and speciﬁc (right) hybridization. (a)
Difference of the respective total free energy contribution of complementary
bases (see Eqs. 11 and 16); (b) difference of the base-speciﬁc incremental
contribution; and (c) base-speciﬁc incremental free energy contribution. The
free energy terms were estimated using the log-intensity difference,
log IPMMMB (a, compare with Figs. 3–5), the sensitivity differences
YPMMMB and s
PMMM
13 ðBÞ (b, compare with Fig. 8) and the single-base
sensitivity terms, sPM13 ðBÞ and sMM13 ðBÞ ðcompare with Fig: 9Þ. See text.
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shows the differences between the effective free energy of
complementary middle bases in DNA oligonucleotide probes
upon duplex formation with nonspeciﬁc (left) and speciﬁc
(right) RNA fragments. The respective values of
eWCWC13 ðB BcÞ and eWCSC13 ðB BcÞ were estimated by
means of the log-intensity difference between PM and MM
probes (see Eqs. 1, 3, 11, and 16 and also the upper panels in
Figs. 6 and 7).
For equally hybridized PM and MM one expects a fraction
of bright MM of f(PM , MM)  0.5 and a middle-base
related mean PM-MM log-intensity difference of
log IPMMMB  0, in contrast to the results. Note that the
middle-base related mean PM-MM log-intensity difference,
log IPMMMB , and the respective fraction of bright MM,
fB(MM , PM), asymmetrically distribute around the ex-
pected values at vanishing amounts of speciﬁc transcripts
(see Figs. 7 and 8). As a consequence, the mean free energy
difference between WC pairings in PM and MM probes,
eWCWC0;13  0:05 0:1, signiﬁcantly deviates from zero
(see lower panel in Fig. 3 and dashed line in Fig. 11 a for
illustration). One expects, however, for eWCWC0 a vanishing
value (see Eq. 16) because the PM and MM on the average
possess an equal afﬁnity for WC pairings with the non-
speciﬁc RNA fragments. The nonrandom probability
distribution of the middle base among the PM probes on
the HG-U133 Affymetrix chip with a slightly higher fraction
of C and T (23% and 31%, respectively) compared with G
and A (22% and 24%) partly, but not fully, explains the
signiﬁcant deviation of the observed from the expected
value. Possibly also a nonrandom base distribution of the PM
and MM probes at k 6¼ 13 and of the relevant nonspeciﬁc
RNA fragments give rise to the observed effect because it
potentially introduces an asymmetric relation between the
PM and MM intensities.
The mean free energy difference considerably changes to
eWCSC0;13  0:8 0:9 in the limit of speciﬁc hybridization
(see lower panel in Fig. 3 and dashed line in Fig. 11 a
for illustration). It provides the mean free energy difference
between a WC and an SC pair in RNA-target/DNA-probe
duplexes on the microarray. Interestingly the obtained value
of eWCSC0;13 well agrees with the mean reduced free energy of a
WC pair in RNA/DNA oligonucleotide duplexes in solution,
eWC0;sol ¼ 0:75 1:03, which was estimated by means of
eWC0;sol ¼ ÆeWCsol ðBÞæB with
eWCsol ðBÞ ¼ ð8RT3 ln10Þ1 +
X¼A;T;G;C
ðGðB;XÞ1GðX;BÞÞ;
(17)
using the respective nearest-neighbor free energy terms,
G(BB9); B, B9 ¼ A, T, G, C (29,31). The agreement between
eWCSC0;13 and e
WC
0;sol can be rationalized if the strengths of
basepair interactions are similar in RNA/DNA oligonucle-
otide duplexes in solution and on microarrays and if the
mean free energy of the SC pairs is much weaker than that of
the WC pairs, jeSC0;13j  jeWC0;13j.
Base-speciﬁc interactions: the purine/
pyrimidine asymmetry
Fig. 11 b illustrates the middle-base speciﬁc incremen-
tal contribution to the free energy differences between com-
plementary bases in WC pairs (left), and complementary
bases in WC and SC pairings (right), which were extracted
from the middle-base related PM-MM sensitivity difference
and the single-base model (see Eqs. 5 and 6 and Figs. 8 and
9). The duplet-like relation between the DeWCWC13 ðBÞ-values
in the limit of dominating nonspeciﬁc hybridization can be
explained by the formation of WC pairings between the
middle base of the probes with the bound RNA fragments
and an asymmetry of basepair interactions upon reversal of
the type Bbc/ Bcb as illustrated in Fig. 11 c (left panel,
see also Fig. 10 for B ¼ G). The common binding strength
for the same base in PM and MM probes and the fact that
a pyrimidine (Y ¼ C, T) in the DNA-probe forms a stronger
WC pair (Cg and Ta) than the complementary purine
(R ¼ G, A; Gc*, Au*) give rise to the duplet-like relation
DeWCWC13 ðYÞ ¼ DeWCWC13 ðRÞ. 0 as indicated by the
sensitivity differences YPMMM;NSB and s
PMMM;NS
13 .
The duplet transforms into a triplet-like pattern of the
incremental contributions, DeWCSC13 ðBÞ, in the limit of high
speciﬁc transcript concentration (see Fig. 11 b, right panel
and Fig. 8). This relation between the sensitivities can be
rationalized if the middle base of the PM probe forms a WC
pair whereas the complementary middle base of the MM
probe faces itself in a SC basepair with the RNA target (see
Fig. 10 for illustration). The triplet-like relation between the
data is compatible with the assumption that the SC pairs on
the average only weakly contribute to duplex stability as
stated above, i.e., jDeSC13 ðBÞj  jDeWC13 ðBÞj; and with the
pyrimidine-purine asymmetry of WC pairings, DeWCðCÞ 
DeWC13 ðAÞ,  DeWC13 ðGÞ  DeWC13 ðTÞ (see Fig. 11 c, left
panel). In this case the different basepairings, namely the
WC pair Bbc of the PM and the SC pair Bcbc of the
respective MM give rise to DeWCSC13 ðB BcÞ  DeWC13 ðBÞ. In
other words, the free energy change upon the replacement of
a SC by a WC pairing, e.g., Cc*/ Gc*, roughly reﬂects
the strength of the WC pair (see Fig. 10). The respective
PM-MM sensitivity differences consequently order accord-
ing to the strengths of the WC pairings in DNA/RNA oligo
duplexes, C . G  T . A.
Note that the reduced Gibbs free energy of basepairings in
DNA/RNA oligonucleotide duplexes in solution,
DeWCsol ðBÞ ¼ eWC0;sol  eWCsol ðBÞ
 	
B
(see Eq. 17), decreases in a similar order according to C .
G . T . A. Hence, the basepair interactions derived from
solution data also show a purine/pyrimidine asymmetry. It
can be speciﬁed by the asymmetry parameter, which char-
acterizes the relative gain of free energy upon the reversal of
the bond direction according to Ry/ Yr, AWCsol ðC  g=G  cÞ
[ fDeWCsol ðC  gÞDeWCsol ðG  cÞg=fjDeWCsol ðC  gÞj1 jDeWCsol
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ðG  cÞjg  0:36 0:1 and AWCsol ðT  a=A  uÞ  0:46 0:1.
The respective asymmetry increases to AWC13 ðC  g=G  cÞ
 AWC13 ðT  a=A  uÞ  0:96 0:1 for the pairings of the
middle base of microarrays oligo probes (24). Note that the
WC basepairings of the purines on the microarray, Gc* and
Au*, carry the biotinyl and the ﬂuorescent labels. Hence, the
higher purine/pyrimidine asymmetry on the microarray can
be attributed to the labeling of the RNA fragments, which
potentially hampers binding (17,24).
The PM-MM asymmetry of probe intensities
Our interpretation of nonspeciﬁc hybridization on micro-
arrays assumes that the hybridization solution contains
a sufﬁcient large number of different sequences, which par-
tially match the probe sequences via WC pairings including
their central bases. In other words, this cocktail of RNA
fragments with a broad distribution of base compositions
on the average enables WC pairings with the middle bases
of the PM and with the complementary middle base of the
respective MM as well. As a consequence, the base-related
afﬁnities are virtually equal for base B in both types of probes
but different for the complementary couples of bases B and
Bc of each PM-MM probe pair.
This asymmetric relation of basepair interactions in
nonspeciﬁc duplexes gives rise to observed asymmetry of
probe intensities, i.e., the tendency of bright PM for B ¼ C,
T, and, vice versa, of bright MM for B¼G, A. The ‘‘riddle of
bright MM’’ refers solely to nonspeciﬁc hybridization. It
simply reﬂects the reversal of WC pairings with asymmet-
rical binding strength according to our interpretation. The
results of previous analyses of the PM-MM intensity relation
of all probe pairs of a series of GeneChips (6,17) can be
understood if the overwhelming majority of the probes of the
chips are nonspeciﬁcally hybridized.
In the special case of speciﬁc hybridization each probe is
related to only one speciﬁc RNA-target sequence, which
completely matches the sequence of the PM probe via WC
pairings. The complementary middle base of the MM
consequently mismatches the respective position of the
target sequence via an SC pairing. Our analysis reveals that
almost none of the analyzed 462 spiked-in probe pairs give
rise to bright MM if speciﬁc transcripts dominate hybridiza-
tion. This result strongly indicates a considerably reduced
afﬁnity of the mismatch, which causes the signiﬁcantly
reduced intensity of the MM compared with that of the PM.
Using a stochastic approach, Wu and Irizzary (32) claimed
that the effect of bright MM is a consequence of the noisy
character of the system and of the difference in the afﬁnities
for different sequences combined with the assumption that
the MM do not measure speciﬁc signals. Our results,
however, clearly indicate that the MM also bind speciﬁc
transcripts in relevant amounts. Moreover, the analysis of
chip data without differentiation between speciﬁc and non-
speciﬁc hybridization seems inappropriate, at least at small
intensities, because the central base affects duplex formation
in a letter-speciﬁc fashion.
Accuracy and precision of expression measures
The basic application of the GeneChip technology intends to
estimate the level of differential gene expression in terms of
the log-fold change of the RNA transcript concentration be-
tween different samples,DEtrue[ logfcSRNAðsampÞ=cSRNAðref Þg,
for example, between the sample of interest and an
appropriately chosen reference. The respective log-intensity
ratio, DEPB[ logfIPBðsampÞ=IPBðref Þg with P ¼ PM, MM,
provides a measure of the differential expression in the
simplest approach. In the Appendix we show that DEPB, the
apparent differential expression, additively decomposes into
the true log-fold change of the RNA concentration and an
incremental contribution DDEPB;
DE
P
B¼DEtrue1DDEPB with DDEPB[ log
11rcðsampÞ3 rPB
11rcðref Þ3 rPB
:
(18)
The latter term is a function of the concentration ratio
of nonspeciﬁc and speciﬁc RNA, rc[ cNSRNA=c
S
RNA in the
reference and the sample, and of the ratio of the respective
binding constants, rPB[K
P;NS
B =K
P;S
B . It speciﬁes the deviation
of the apparent differential expression from its true value and
thus it characterizes the accuracy of the estimatedDEPB value.
Fig. 12, a and b, shows DEPB for P ¼ PM, MM as a function
of DEtrue using the interaction parameters determined in this
study (see the Appendix for details). The apparent values
systematically underestimate the differential expression,
owing to the nonspeciﬁc background intensity being
unrelated to the concentration of the target RNA. Note that
the MM-only estimates are less accurate compared with the
PM-only values, i.e., jDDEMMB j . jDDEPMB j, because the
nonspeciﬁc background provides a larger contribution to
the MM intensity on a relative scale.
The MM probes were designed to estimate the amount of
nonspeciﬁc hybridization and, in this way, to provide
corrected intensities by means of the intensity difference of
the probe pairs, D [ PM-MM (see Appendix). Indeed, the
respective differential expression values on average provide
a relative accurate result (see Fig. 12 c). The averages of the
DEPB over the four middle bases show that the accuracy of the
intensity measures of the differential expression decrease
according to true  PM-MM . PM . MM (see Fig. 12 d ).
Interestingly, the calculated DEPB-data reveal a second
effect. The PM-only estimates, DEPMB , are independent of the
middle base whereas the log-fold intensity changes of the
MM and consequently also that of the PM-MM difference
markedly vary as a function of B¼ A, T,G, C. This effect can
be rationalized by the fact that the speciﬁc and nonspeciﬁc
duplexes of the PM are both characterized by the same WC
pairing in themiddle of the sequencewhereas theMMform an
SC pair in the speciﬁc duplexes and a WC pair in the
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nonspeciﬁc ones (see Fig. 10). Consequently, the interaction-
and also the intensity-characteristics vary in a similar fashion
for all middle bases in the PM duplexes upon changing the
concentration ratio rc, whereas the respective interactions in
the MM duplexes vary differently.
The middle base of the probes consequently introduces a
systematic source of variability to the apparent differential ex-
pression values, DEPB, because microarray probes are usually
designed without special attention to their middle base. Fig.
12 e shows the coefﬁcient of variation of the apparent log-fold
changes, CVðDEPBÞ[ SDðDEPBÞ=ÆDEPBæ (note that SD and
Æ. . .æ denote the standard deviation and the arithmetic average,
respectively), as ameasure of the variability upon changingB.
It is inversely related to the precision (resolution) of the
respective differential expression measures. The precision of
the PM-only intensity measure clearly outperforms those of
the two other estimates, i.e., PM . MM  PM-MM.
Hence, the high accuracy of expression measures based on
the PM-MM intensity difference is opposed by their relatively
low precision. The latter effect depends in a systematic
fashion on the middle base. Its explicit consideration and
correction in sophisticated analysis algorithms that take the
middle-base speciﬁc intensity characteristics into account is
expected to improve the precision of PM-MM measures.
Hybridization on microarrays
Melting experiments on DNA oligonucleotide hybridization
on microarrays have shown that surface-tethered DNA
duplexes are less stable than hybrids formed in bulk solution,
as indicated by the substantial reduction of the standard
enthalpy change upon denaturation (33). These results
suggest that the physical environment of hybrids formed at
the solid interface is signiﬁcantly different from that in
solution owing to kinetic effects (11), equilibrium thermo-
dynamics (10), and surface electrostatics (11,18). The latter
effect causes, e.g., the Coulomb blockage of microarray
hybridization with increasing coverage of the array probes
(14,18,34).
On the other hand, the thermodynamic parameters of
surface hybridization and thus the stability of the hybrids on
microarrays display the same general trends with respect to
changes of solution ionic strength and the presence of single
mismatches as the duplexes formed in bulk solution (33).
These results agree with our recent ﬁndings, which, on the
one hand, indicate agreement between chip and solution data
with respect to the speciﬁcity of basepair interactions, and,
on the other hand, differences between both systems with
respect to the absolute magnitude of the interactions’
strength (24). In particular, we found that the base-speciﬁc
nearest-neighbor free energies of WC basepairings in
DNA/RNA duplexes on microarrays strongly correlate
with that for hybridization in solution, while their magnitude
is considerably decreased compared with the solution data.
Surface hybridization is obviously well compatible with
hybridization in solution with respect to the relative stability
of basepairings. The present study conﬁrms this conventional
view on microarray hybridization. It predicts that 1),
FIGURE 12 Apparent differential
expression, DEPB, as a function of the
true log-fold change of the RNA-target
concentration, DEtrue. The apparent
values were calculated using the log-
fold change of the probe intensities as
described in the Appendix (see also
Eq. 18). The PM-only (a) and MM-only
(b) intensity data underestimate the true
value whereas the PM-MM intensity
difference provides an acceptable mea-
sure of DEtrue (c). Note that DEPB
depends on the middle-base B ¼ A, T,
G, C for P ¼ MM and PM-MM. Panels
d and e show the mean values, ÆDEPBæ,
which are averaged over the four
possible middle bases and the respec-
tive coefﬁcient of variation, CVðDEPBÞ,
respectively. The deviation of ÆDEPBæ
from DEtrue speciﬁes the accuracy and
CVðDEPBÞ is inversely related to the
precision of the respective measure of
gene expression (see text).
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nonspeciﬁc binding is on the average identical for PM and
MM probes with systematic deviations owing to the
pyrimidine/purine asymmetry of WC basepair interactions
in RNA/DNA duplexes; and that 2), the mismatch reduces the
afﬁnity of speciﬁc target-binding to the MM due to the con-
siderably weaker interactions of mismatched basepairings.
In this study we used two independent measures to
estimate duplex stability as a function of the middle base,
namely the positional dependent SB-sensitivities and the
sensitivity-averages over probes with a common middle
base. This simple description in terms of single-base related
parameters to a large extent neglects cooperative effects of
the whole sequence of the oligonucleotides. The explicit
consideration of the adjacent bases in terms of nearest
neighbor- and/or middle triple-related energy parameters is
expected to reﬁne the results (24). Moreover, the propensity
of the probe and of the target for intramolecular folding (2),
‘‘zippering effects’’ (i.e., target/probe duplexes which look
like a partly opened double-ended zipper, 35) and a certain
fraction of shorter oligonucleotide lengths after imperfect
photolithographic synthesis (36,37), also modify the duplex
stability with possible consequences for the middle-base
related interaction parameters.
Note that the positional dependent SB-sensitivity terms
are effective parameters, which are averaged over all
possible microscopic states of the respective duplexes. The
contribution of each basepairing is weighted by its prob-
ability to occur in the individual DNA/RNA dimers. Con-
sequently zippering effects and/or shorter probe lengths can
explain the observed sensitivity gradient along the sequence
(see upper panel in Fig. 9) because the probability of paired
bases decreases in direction toward the ends in the zippered
and/or truncated duplexes. On the other hand, these effects
are minimum in the center of the sequence and, moreover,
they affect the paired PM and MM in a similar fashion,
leaving the PM-MM log-intensity difference, and thus the
estimated middle-base related afﬁnity parameters, virtually
unaffected.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Speciﬁc and nonspeciﬁc hybridization give rise to different
relations between the PM and MM intensities, namely
a triplet-like pattern of the PM-MM log-intensity difference
in the former case and a duplet-like split in the latter case.
The analysis of intensity data without the careful separation
between speciﬁc and nonspeciﬁc binding events can
therefore lead to confusion about what RNA hybridizes the
probes, and in consequence to the incorrect assignment of
basepair interactions. This in turn affects the estimation of
signal intensities in terms of gene expression and, in par-
ticular, the consideration of the MM intensities as a correc-
tion term for nonspeciﬁc hybridization of the PM.
It has been shown that relevant interaction parameters for
estimating probe intensities can be derived from chip data,
and, in particular, that the set-averaged probe intensity as
a simple intensity-criterion allows us to discriminate between
predominantly speciﬁcally and predominantly nonspeciﬁ-
cally hybridized probes. Here we analyzed the PM and MM
intensities in terms of simple single-base related parameters
to establish the basic relations between the PM andMM data.
A more detailed approach using nearest-neighbor interaction
parameters is expected to reﬁne the results.
The analysis indicates that the intensity of complementary
MM introduces a systematic source of variation compared
with the intensity of the respective PM probe. In conse-
quence, the naive correction of the PM signal by subtracting
the MM intensity decreases the precision of expression
measures. Our results suggest improved algorithms of data
analysis, which explicitly consider the middle-base related
bias of the MM intensities to reduce their systematic effect.
Moreover, the knowledge of the central basepairings in
speciﬁc and nonspeciﬁc duplexes allows revision of mis-
match-based strategies of chip design—for example, by
testing alternative rules for predeﬁned mismatches other than
the complementary mismatches used on GeneChips.
APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF EQ. 18
The middle-base averaged probe intensity can be approximated by the
superposition of contributions due to speciﬁc and nonspeciﬁc hybridization,
IPB ¼ IP;SB 1 IP;NSB , if one neglects saturation for sake of simplicity. The
intensities of the speciﬁcally and nonspeciﬁcally hybridized probes are
directly related to the concentrations and the binding constants of the
respective RNA fragments, i.e., IP;hB  F  chRNA  KP;hB (h ¼ S, NS; and F is a
constant). With Eq. 9 one obtains after some rearrangements
I
P
B  F  kS6¼13 3 kP;SB 3 cSRNA 3 11 rc  rPB
 
with
rc ¼ c
NS
RNA
c
S
RNA
and r
P
B[
K
P;NS
B
K
P;S
B
 ðfWCÞNb1 3 k
P;NS
B
k
P;S
B
: (A1)
The latter equation assumes kNS6¼13 ¼ ðfWCÞNb1  kS6¼13; i.e., a constant and
positional independent fraction of WC pairings of fWC  fWC13 for each
of the Nb ¼ 25 sequence positions in the nonspeciﬁc duplexes in analogy
with Eq. 13. The ratio of the binding constants can be further speciﬁed using
Eq. 15,
r
P
B ¼ ðfWCÞNb 3
1 for P ¼ PM
k
PM;S
B =k
MM;S
B for P ¼ MM

with
k
PM;S
B =k
MM;S
B ¼ exp ln10  ðeWCSC0;13 1DeWC13 ðBÞ
n
 DeSC13 ðBÞ
o
:
(A2)
Analogous considerations lead to the result that Eq. A1 applies also to the
intensity difference between PM and MM probes, IDB [ I
PM
B  IMMB ; with the
substitutions for P ¼ D:
k
D;h
B ¼ kPM;hB  ð1EhBc;BÞ with EhBc;B[kMM;hBc =kPM;hB ; h¼ S;NS
and E
S
Bc;B  expfln 103ðeWCSC0;13 1DeWCSC13 ðBBcÞg
E
NS
Bc;B  expfln103ðeWCWC0;13 1DeWCWC13 ðBBcÞg: (A3)
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Equation 18 can be directly obtained by application of Eq. A1 for two
transcript concentrations, a sample and the reference, and its insertion into
DEPB[ logfIPBðsampÞ=IPBðrefÞgwithP ¼ PM;MM;D.
The incremental contribution, DDEPB[ log 11 rcðsampÞ  rPB=11
rcðref Þ  rPB; was estimated using Eqs. A2 and A3 and the following
parameters obtained in this study: eWCWC0;13  0:05; eWCSC0;13  0:85;
DeWC13 ðBÞ  0:25; 0:05; 0:05; and 0.25 (B ¼ A,T,G,C); and
DeSC13 ðBÞ  0:05; 0:0; 0:0; and 0:05. The factor (fWC)Nb  102.5 was
estimated previously (25). The spiked-in experiment used a common
concentration level of nonspeciﬁc RNA fragments (cNS(samp)  cNS(ref)),
which gives rise to the following relation between the concentration ratios
of the sample and the reference: rcðsampÞ ¼ ðcNSðsampÞÞ=ðcSðsampÞÞ ¼
rcðref Þ  10DEtrue :
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